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DIESEL GENERATING SET

Diesel engine is the prime mover, which drives an alternator to produce electrical energy. Generator is a 

machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.

GENERATING PRINCIPLE

 It works based on principle of faraday law of electromagnetc inducton. The faradays law states that 

whenever a conductor is placed in a varying magnetc feld, EMF is induced and this induced EMF is 

equal to the rate of change of fuu linkages. This EMF can be generated when there is either relatve 

space or relatve tme variaton between the conductor and magnetc feld. . o the important elements 

of a generator are:

 Magnetc feld

 Moton of conductor in magnetc feld

Classification of D.G SET

 Automotve alternators   used in modern automobiles.

 Diesel-electric locomotve alternators   used in diesel electric multple units.

 Marine alternators   used in marine applicatons.

 Brushless alternators   used in electrical power generaton plants as the main source of power.

Brushless Alternators

When an electric current is passed through a coil of wire,a magnetc feld is produced (an 

electromagnet). Conversely, when a magnetc feld is moved through a coil of wire, a voltage is induced 

in the wire. The induced voltage becomes a current when the electrons have some place to go such as 

into a batery or other load. Both of these actons take place in alternators, motors and generators or 

dynamos. Voltage is generated when a coil of wire is moved  through a magnetc feld. It doesn’t mater 

whether the coil is moving or the magnetc feld is moving. Either confguraton works equally well and 

both are used separately or in combinaton depending on mechanical, electrical and other objectves. 

Construction



  

A brushless alternator is composed of two alternators built end-to-end on one shaf. . maller 

brushless alternators may look like one unit but the two parts are readily identfable on the large 

versions. The larger of the two sectons is the main alternator and the smaller one is the euciter. The 

euciter has statonary feld coils and a rotatng armature (power coils). The main alternator uses the 

opposite confguraton with a rotatng feld and statonary armature

              


